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Preface

This volume is decades late, and its appearance now is due to the (ultimately welcome) badgering and cajoling from David Tranah, senior mathematics editor at Cambridge University Press, who first contacted me in 2005. It was delayed and publication effectively set aside not for a lack of interest in Newton’s optics, but because of the new digital world of scholarship and publication that arose in the 1980s and 1990s. The typewriter was replaced by the personal computer and the printed book was coming to be replaced by digital editions, especially scholarly editions. Volume I of this edition, which was published in 1984, was firmly in the world of the printed editions of Newton’s *Correspondence* (1959–77) and *Mathematical Papers* (1967–81), all published by Cambridge University Press. By the turn of the century, printed editions were being replaced by such online editions as the “Newton Project” (www.newtonproject.ox.ac.uk) and “The Chymistry of Isaac Newton” (webapp1.dlib.indiana.edu/newton). Cambridge University Press is now digitizing these three editions and will put them online in a collaborative project tentatively called The Newton Lab. Volume I of *The Correspondence* will be the first to go online at about the same time as this volume appears.

All the texts for the edition were typed by a secretary from my transcriptions on a central departmental computer. The typed texts were checked against photocopies of the manuscripts multiple times by research assistants, and against the manuscript at least once by me, so they were very reliable transcriptions. Software was not yet standardized, and when central computers were being abandoned and I got my first personal computer, it turned out that for technical reasons the texts could not be fully converted to Word. Only ASCII characters were converted, and all formatting, marginalia, super- and sub-scripts, diacritical marks, and special characters were lost. These were restored by comparing the ASCII text with the typescript twice. Some texts, including the manuscript of the *Opticks*, were converted by scanning the typescript. The scan was compared with the typescript two times. In preparing this volume for publication I no longer had a research assistant, so the annotations are liable to be less accurate than the texts. Throughout this period of rescuing and restoring the texts, I continued working on and studying Newton’s papers, which I found, at least for the short term, to be more rewarding.

This second and final volume of the *Optical Papers* contains the manuscript of the first edition of the *Opticks* (1704) and papers related to it and to later editions, primarily the queries added in 1706 and 1717, but also subsequent additions and corrections. Throughout, drafts are indicated and variants with respect to the latest draft are given in the footnotes. The manuscript of the *Opticks* is followed by Newton’s annotations in his copy of the first edition that is now in the Cambridge University Library, and which served as the basis through Query 16 for the Latin translation and, much later, as the copy text for the second English edition. This annotated copy—there are others—is of special interest because it gathers so many of the changes in the two editions in one place. This volume also contains the
"Fundamentum opticae," the first draft of the Opticks, which Newton composed in Latin before switching to English. The "Fundamentum" is published with a facing-page English translation. In the translation I have tried to follow closely Newton’s "translation" and phrasing in the English version of the Opticks even if sometimes this is a bit awkward. This is followed by the two manuscripts for the new and revised queries. The first is the English manuscript of the queries added to the Latin translation. This manuscript or a copy of it was given to Samuel Clarke to translate into Latin. His Latin translation follows this English manuscript very closely. This same manuscript later served as the basis for the further revision of the queries for the second English edition in 1717. I have also included some draft additions to Qu. 23/31 dealing with the electric spirit. The manuscript of the queries for the 1717 edition is the second manuscript of the queries included in the volume. The queries for the Optice are preceded by a brief draft Advertisement, or preface, for that edition concerned with double refraction.

At this point, after following all the drafts, additions and corrections, the text will be close to the final version, the fourth edition, that we all know through the widely used Dover edition. This volume thus documents how Newton arrived at the book that for over a century was taken as a model of experimental science, was the leading treatise on optics and a fecund source of natural philosophical speculations, and is now considered a classic of science. My aim in this volume differs from that of the Newton Project, and, alas, I began it before that Project. The initial aim of the Newton Project was to publish online meticulous diplomatic transcriptions—without commentary or notes—of Newton’s “non-scientific” papers. It later expanded to a far more ambitious project, namely, to include a broad selection of Newton’s manuscripts (as well as a number of his published works) encompassing all of his endeavors—scientific as well as non-scientific. It has done an admirable job in carrying this out, and it largely leaves to others the task of expanding on their work. I publish many optical manuscripts that they have omitted, such as the "Fundamentum opticae," provide commentary and translation when necessary, and indicate and cite the numerous drafts that Newton utilized in composing the Opticks. When I omit a text that the Newton Project has published, I refer the reader to it. In short, the two efforts complement each other.

In order to fit all the manuscripts related to the Opticks into one volume, I had to engage in triage and eliminate almost all drafts except for the "Fundamentum opticae." The number of folios devoted to drafts of the Opticks and the queries is larger than the Opticks itself. Since so much of the footnotes is devoted to textual matters, I have limited my commentary largely to shorter remarks and to citing the historical literature, much of which, I admit, is my own. I have particularly limited my commentary on Book I, the theory of the compound nature of white light, since this was treated extensively in Volume I, and readers can turn to its notes. My aim is to guide the serious reader to further resources.

I have worked so long on this edition—indeed, much of my career—that I have accumulated many debts and will no doubt have trouble remembering all of them. Those that I fail to explicitly cite and thank, please accept both my gratitude and my apology. Tom Whiteside coaxed me into starting this edition, and he supported and encouraged me throughout. When I visited him in Cambridge late in his life, we had a very pleasant meeting and he only very gently reminded me that I had something to complete. Among the many Newton scholars who helped,
assisted, and befriended me over the years, I especially thank Jed Buchwald, I. B. Cohen, Johannes Lohne, Bill Newman, George Smith, and Sam Westfall. Bernard Cohen generously gave me a number of documents related to the *Opticks*. Particularly useful to me was a bound photocopy of Newton’s annotated first edition of the *Opticks* in the Cambridge University Library (O1a in the notation of this edition). At various periods I have received support from the National Science Foundation, the Graduate School of the University of Minnesota, the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, the John Simon Guggenheim Foundation, and the Rowland Foundation, and I am grateful to all of them. The staff of Cambridge University Library were extremely helpful, and special thanks must go to David McKitterick and Godfrey Waller of the Manuscripts Room. St. Edmund’s College was a welcome home to me during the periods when I was residing in Cambridge to work on Newton’s manuscripts. I was much more than ably served by four research assistants, Fred Fellows and the three Pauls—Paul Morf, Paolo Palladino, and Paul Steig. Madeline Henry, my fifth research assistant and a classics major, did an admirable job in undertaking the initial translation of the “Fundamentum” from seventeenth-century Latin. Being without a research assistant for about two decades, I appreciate their efforts all the more.

A.E.S.

Minneapolis, Minnesota
December 2018
Editorial Note

In general, I have followed the editorial conventions of the first volume. The exceptions, to be noted, are a consequence of the different nature of the texts in this volume and the options provided by modern computing. The published texts faithfully follow the manuscripts, in particular, in reproducing spelling, punctuation, and capitalization. Other than for the figure numbers, as explained below, and the expansion of contractions (such as the enclitic *que*) and ligatures, all editorial emendations are enclosed within square brackets.¹

Words that Newton underlined have been rendered in italics. To make navigating through the texts easier I have also put in italics his various subsection headings, such as Definition, Experiment, Observation, Proposition, as well as the statements of the Propositions, and their abbreviations. One exception is that the italics in the Axioms and Definitions that Newton inserted at the beginning of the *Opticks* are his. Not every change in the various manuscripts and every variant between related texts, such as drafts and different editions, is indicated in the textual notes, and for the most part word order, tense, mood, spelling, and the like have been ignored. Even by thus limiting the notes to changes and variants that affect the meaning, the reader will more likely than not find that I have erred on the side of comprehensiveness. Significant variants of the manuscripts of the *Opticks* and queries with the published Latin and English editions and with Newton’s annotations in the published editions are also noted. Since I am not publishing a variorum of the *Opticks*, I have not scrupulously collated the different editions. All the texts included in this volume are accessible online at Cambridge University Library, so that my readings of the manuscripts may be checked, and it is also easy to assess my editorial conventions by comparing a few pages to those published here.²

All manuscripts published and cited here, unless otherwise indicated, are from Add. MS 3970 in the Portsmouth Collection in the Cambridge University Library (CUL), and the manuscript location and number will not subsequently be indicated. The 653 folios in MS 3970 are almost all optical, and most of them are bifolios, that is, large sheets 25½ × 15 inches, which are folded in half, or 12½ × 15 inches for a single folio. Bifolios are indicated by a slash (/), e.g., 339/40.

---

¹ One exception to this rule is that Newton’s seventeenth-century orthography for Greek characters, which was not always consistent, has been silently modernized, as in Volume I.

² High-quality images of the entirety of Add. MS 3970, which contains almost all the manuscripts cited and published in this volume, are accessible in the Cambridge University Digital Library (http://cudl.lib.cam.ac.uk/view/MS-ADD-03970/1). The Newton Project (www.newtonproject.ox.ac.uk) has transcriptions of many of the texts in Add. MS 3970.
Marginal Page and Folio Divisions, and Figure and Query Numbers

Divisions in pagination of the manuscripts are indicated in the text by a slash mark (/), and the corresponding folio numbers are printed in the inner margin. For the manuscripts of the *Opticks* and the queries for the second English edition, the pagination of the appropriate edition—that is, the first and second English editions of the *Opticks*—is indicated in the text by a double slash mark (//), and the corresponding page numbers are printed in roman typeface in the inner margin. The page and folio numbers can be readily distinguished from one another, since the folio numbers have a superscript r or v (recto and verso). I have not indicated page numbers for the Latin Queries, since I am publishing the English text from which the translation was made. Because the 1952 Dover edition of the *Opticks*, which is based on the text of the fourth, posthumous edition (1730), has become ubiquitous, I have also indicated those pages by a double slash mark in the text, but the corresponding page numbers are printed in boldface in the inner margin. The subscript 2 preceding the page numbers in Books II and III of the *Opticks* (1704), as in 241, indicates, as is customary, the second sequence of page numbers from 1 at the beginning of Book II.

When Newton added eight new queries to the second English edition, he inserted them after the initial 16 queries and changed the numbers of the seven queries, 17 to 23, added in the Latin translation to 25 to 31. To indicate the alternative numbering of those seven queries, I use the notation 17/25, 18/26 . . . 23/31, where the first number is that of the Latin translation and the second that of the second English edition. Table 1.2 in the Introduction gives the corresponding number of each query in each edition.

The figures in the first edition were on folded plates inserted among the pages of text, e.g., following pp. 6, 16, 40, and so on. In the Latin edition, all the plates are gathered at the end of the volume. From the second English edition onwards, the figures are inserted in the text in the appropriate place as in a modern book. I have inserted the figures in the text and have prefaced Newton’s figure numbers with Roman numerals indicating the Book and Part of the *Opticks*; for example, the first figure in Book I, Part I is I.I.1, the second figure in Book II, Part II is II.II.2, and so on. I have not put the Roman numerals in square brackets. The “Fundamentum opticae” lacks figure numbers, and I have inserted numbers in the text in square brackets.

Textual Notes and Special Symbols

The format adopted for the textual notes is, I trust, clear and simple, but a few conventions require elaboration. It is important to recognize that the annotations indicate not only changes in the text but also comparisons to earlier texts, such as a draft or earlier edition, or to later ones. In footnotes I refer to drafts by the notation Dxxx where xxx is the first folio number of the manuscript. For example, D79 represents ff. 79–90, and D339 represents ff. 339/40 and 363/4, which join to

---

(3) Newton himself numbered only the first folio of each bifolio—that is, only the odd-numbered folios—of his manuscript, but his numbers are omitted here.
form a continuous text or draft. The lemma, that is, the word or phrase that is the subject of such a note, is specified at the beginning of the note before a single bracket ('); the lemma is omitted when the addition or deletion consists of one word. The lemma is followed by the annotation in italics, which, when necessary, is followed by another reading. The words represented by an ellipsis (…) in the lemma are identical to the words of the ellipsis in the change, i.e., following the colon, if a second ellipsis is present at all. Some examples follow:

- **Deleted**: light & rays. The deleted passage immediately follows the footnoted word.
- & red] **added**. The words in the lemma were added.
- **one uniform…Red**] **originally**: that colour. This indicates the original state of the words within the lemma.
- **the fume]** **added; O;** the fumes. This indicates that the words in the lemma were added in the manuscript of *Opticks* (MSO); and the passage after the semicolon, in the printed text, O, “the fume” was changed to the plural.

The following terms describe changes in the text and its relation to drafts and other versions:

- [illeg]. Illegible, one or more words that could not be deciphered. This almost always indicates that the passage is heavily crossed out or overwritten.
- in different ink. Indicates a text written in a noticeably different ink from the surrounding text and made at a later date.
- in margin. A note, directions, or an addition written in the margin.
- originally. This is most commonly a deletion and then an addition, but on occasion it is more complex. For example, it may involve the addition of text both before and after a passage.
- read. This corrects the text, usually following another edition, annotated volume, or draft, as in the following example: Read (as O1): blew
- [space]. Denotes a space left in the text.
- written over. Word(s) written over other word(s).

When comparing a text to earlier drafts and editions or later versions, additional terms have been adopted:

- continues. This indicates that the other text goes on, and acts as if it were an addition.
- omits. This means that the text is lacking in the earlier or later version.

Editorial interventions in the text are all in square brackets. Newton too used square brackets, but heavy ones that I represent in boldface [], to indicate passages that he intended to delete or those that he was only contemplating deleting.

Extending a notation used in Volume I, a single rule in the margin indicates a major deletion and a double rule an addition.

When different lemmas fall on the same word, the two lemmas are separated by a bold vertical bar ( | ).

- 1 measured] **added** | & the distance…1 measured] D79: the lines Ci, Ck, Cl were [space] inches respectively & if γ line Cm or Cn was ½ an inch

Note that this problem of different lemmas falling on the same word is different from different variants on the same lemma. The latter are separated by semicolons.
Additional Terminology for *Opticks*, Book II, Parts I–III

The text of *Opticks*, Book II is based directly on the “Discourse of Observations,” or, more simply, the “Observations,” that Newton sent to the Royal Society in 1675. Indeed, for the text of the *Opticks* through Part III, Prop. 8 he simply revised the copy of the “Observations” that he had retained in 1675 (ff. 501–17, cited as DO2). Significant differences between the “Observations” of 1675 (or DO2) and *Opticks*, Book II are indicated in the notes. Since Newton first marked up DO2 for publication for an aborted plan for publication in 1676, it was necessary to restore its text to the state of 1675. This was done by comparing it with the copy of the “Observations” in the hand of John Wickins (cited as DO3) that was submitted to the Royal Society and then returned to Newton after it was entered in the Society’s Record Book. I have restored those deletions that are not in DO3 and deleted those additions not in it. When they diverged, I have followed DO2. After Newton revised and marked up the manuscript from 1675 for the *Opticks*, he gave it to an amanuensis to copy for the *Opticks*.

The terms adopted for notes referring to the "Discourse of Observations” in the *Opticks* are the following:

- **DO2 originally.** This refers to the restored 1675 state before changes for the *Opticks* were made.
- **DO2 added.** This means that it was added after 1675, when it was submitted to the Royal Society.
- **DO2 omits.** This means the 1675 version lacks a passage in the manuscript of the *Opticks*.

**Strikethrough and Angle Brackets in Footnotes**

One significant change in footnotes from the first volume is that strikethrough type is used for deletions, and angle brackets `<>` for additions. When there is a deletion within a deletion, a double strikethrough is used for the initial deletion; and when there is an addition within an addition, large angle brackets are used for the outer pair. Both are infrequent. Some examples follow:

- **In rays] originally:** If rays `<emerging>` perpendicularly pass.
  - This means that “If rays emerging perpendicularly pass” was deleted and “In rays” then added. Before that, “emerging” was added and “to out” deleted.
- **Deleted:** `<at ye chart>`
  - Here “at ye chart” was added and then deleted.
- **Deleted:** `<as in ye sixt & following experiments all the rays of one sort be one sort being refracted more>`
  - Here Newton made a succession of deletions without additions above the line. That is, he wrote “as in ye sixt & following experiments” and deleted it. He then started again with “all the rays of one sort be” and deleted this too. Finally, he started yet again with “one sort being refracted more” and deleted this too.
- **In like manner...rays] D341 originally:** And if the force of ye reflecting surface `<plane>` by w" ye refraction is done begin `<begin to act upon the rays>`

(4) On the “Observations” see the Introduction §1.1, especially note 9.
xliv

Editorial Note

<Let also the motions of ye emerging rays $CE\, Ce$ be represented distinguished into two $EN\, &\, NE$>

In this case “surface” was deleted and “plane” added, and also “begin” was deleted for the larger addition “begin to act upon the rays.” Then everything written thus far—“And if the force of...upon the rays”—was deleted for an addition, “Let also the...NE.” Hence “surface” and “begin” have a double strikethrough. Finally, the last addition was struck out and the new text, “In like manner...rays,” was added.

- **D324 deleted:** totally red (without any blew, <or violet> & in the <deep> blew they were totally blew wthout ye mixture of any other colours <manifest to sense> &)

  Newton inserted “or violet” in an existing insertion, whence “without any...&” is placed in larger angle brackets. The two other additions are in simple angle brackets.
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